WHO FILED THE MOST DOMAIN NAME CASES IN 2015?

TOP 5 AREAS OF COMMERCE
Number of cases filed and percentage of filing

Fashion 178 10%
Banking and finance 161 9%
Internet and IT 159 9%
Retail 156 8%
Biotechnology and Pharmaceuticals 132 7%

TOP 10 COUNTRIES
Number of cases filed

USA 847
337 France
272 Germany
229 UK
169 Switzerland
98 Netherlands
87 Italy
76 Spain
72 Sweden
68 Denmark

TOP 10 DOMAIN NAME CASE FILEERS
Number of cases

Hugo Boss 62
Philip Morris 60
Electrolux 48
Hoffmann-La Roche 41
Volkswagen 37
LEGO 36
Michelin 33
Wikimedia 23
Accor 22
Intesa Sanpaolo 22

Growth rate 2014-15 + 4.6%